Purpose: To evaluate how perceptual importance of spectral tilt is altered when formant information is degraded by sensorineural hearing loss. Method: Eighteen listeners with mild to moderate hearing impairment (HI listeners) and 20-23 listeners with normal hearing (NH listeners) identified synthesized stimuli that varied in second formant (F 2 ) frequency and spectral tilt. Experiments 1 and 2 examined utterance-initial stops (/ba/ and /da/), and Experiments 3 and 4 examined medial stops (/aba/ and /ada/). Spectral tilt was manipulated at either consonant onset (Experiments 1 and 3), vowels (Experiments 2 and 4), or both (Experiment 5). Results: Regression analyses revealed that HI listeners weighted F 2 substantially less than NH listeners. There was no difference in absolute tilt weights between groups. However, HI listeners emphasized tilt as much as F 2 for medial stops. NH listeners weighted tilt primarily when F 2 was ambiguous, whereas HI listeners weighted tilt significantly more than NH listeners on unambiguous F 2 endpoints. Conclusions: Attenuating changes in spectral tilt can be as deleterious as taking away F 2 information for HI listeners. Recordings through a wide dynamic range compression hearing aid show compromised changes in spectral tilt, compressed in range by up to 50%.
L
imited available evidence suggests that the perceptual salience of spectrally local changes in formant frequency is diminished in listeners with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) but spectrally global attributes are better preserved, including duration of frication noise, duration of formant transitions, duration of silence intervals, spectral tilt (i.e., relative balance between the intensity of low-and high-frequency energy), and abruptness of frequency change (Dorman, Marton, Hannley, & Lindholm, 1985; Lindholm, Dorman, Taylor, & Hannley, 1988) . Relatively little is known about the role of spectrally global attributes in speech perception by listeners with normal hearing (NH), and even less is known about their role in speech perception by listeners with hearing impairment (HI). In comparison, the perceptual consequences of formant frequency manipulation, especially the first two formants (F 1 and F 2 , respectively), have been the focus of most speech perception research since the invention of speech synthesizers. However, HI listeners have compromised access to frequency-specific information because spectral detail of formant peaks is often smeared by broadened auditory filters (e.g., Dubno & Dirks, 1989; Glasberg & Moore, 1986; Leek & Summers, 1993; Peters & Moore, 1992; Sommers & Humes, 1993; Tyler, Hall, Glasberg, Moore, & Patterson, 1984) . Because only an abstract characterization of the spectrum is necessary to encode gross spectral properties, they likely take on greater importance in speech perception for HI listeners. The purpose of this report is to determine relative importance of spectrally local and global attributes, specifically formant frequency and spectral tilt, as cues to stop consonants differing in place of articulation-the source of greatest confusion for HI listeners (e.g., Bilger & Wang, 1976; Dubno, Dirks, & Langhofer, 1982; Turek, Dorman, Franks, & Summerfield, 1980) . The importance of spectral tilt of vowels and consonants in normal-hearing perception has a long and conflicting history (for a review, see Alexander & Kluender, 2008; Dubno, Dirks, & Schaefer, 1987; Kiefte & Kluender, 2005) . Differences in the spectral tilt of steady-state vowels (Kiefte & Kluender, 2005; Ito, Tsuchida, & Yano, 2001 ) and in the bursts and voicing onsets of syllableinitial stops (e.g., Blumstein & Stevens, 1979) have been shown to serve as cues for place of articulation. Stevens and Blumstein were among the first to advance claims for the importance of spectral tilt (e.g., Blumstein & Stevens, 1979 , 1980 Stevens & Blumstein, 1978 , 1981 . They advanced a strong argument that an invariant acoustic marker for place of articulation in stop consonants can be found by integrating the first 25 ms of energy following onset of the stop burst. Stevens and Blumstein argued that the spectral shape of this onset spectrum determined perception of place of articulation. Specifically, in a pre-emphasized signal (+6 dB/octave), a labial place of articulation is characterized by a "diffusefalling spectrum" (i.e., negative spectral tilt), an alveolar place of articulation by a "diffuse-rising spectrum" (i.e., positive spectral tilt), and a velar place of articulation by a "prominent mid-frequency spectral peak." Claims of invariance were undermined, in part, by the failure of spectral shape to classify accurately stops in Malayalam and French (Lahiri, Gewirth, & Blumstein, 1984) and by conflicting cue experiments demonstrating that onset frequencies of formant transitions influenced perception of stop consonants much more than absolute spectral tilt (Blumstein, Isaacs, & Mertus, 1982; Walley & Carrell, 1983) . These negative findings, however, do not diminish the importance of spectral tilt in speech perception. We hypothesize that the perceptual importance of a particular acoustic attribute of speech is at least related to (a) its reliability to distinguish phonemes across speech contexts, (b) listeners' sensitivity to it, and (c) the presence of other acoustic attributes. Therefore, although spectral tilt information might be less reliable than formant information across contexts, HI listeners might rely more on tilt because they are relatively less sensitive to the differences in formant frequency.
Important to this hypothesis is a conflicting cue experiment conducted by Lindholm et al. (1988) : The authors crossed three formant transition levels and three spectral tilt levels, each appropriate for [bae] , [dae] , and [gae] (diffuse falling, diffuse rising, and midfrequency peak, respectively). This matrix was crossed with two levels of frequency change, abrupt and nonabrupt, referring to the duration with which onset formant frequencies and spectral tilt were held constant before transitioning into the following vowel. Compared with NH listeners, HI listeners relied more on the tilt of onset spectra and less on the frequencies of the formant transitions in the classification of voiced stop consonants. Dubno et al. (1987) entertained another way in which SNHL might influence perception of stop consonants and other phonemes differing in spectral tilt. They noted that HI listeners with sloping, high-frequency hearing loss experience an acoustic environment skewed toward negative spectral tilt. They suggest that cues provided by spectral tilt in stop consonant onsets are distorted for listeners with a high-frequency hearing loss compared to NH listeners and to HI listeners with a flat audiometric configuration. Presumably, listeners with this configuration of hearing loss would be more likely to perceive stop consonants as having a labial place of articulation, which is associated with a negative spectral tilt.
However, as Alexander and Kluender (2008) have shown, the important feature of spectral tilt is how it changes over time across speech segments. They synthesized a consonant-vowel (CV) series that varied perceptually from /ba/ to /da/ and acoustically in onset frequency of the F 2 transition.
1 Spectral tilt was also manipulated along a series. In one experiment, consonant onset tilt was varied from -12 to 0 dB/octave, which transitioned over 30 ms to a common vowel tilt (-6 dB/octave). In another experiment, vowel tilt was varied from -12 to 0 dB/octave following a common consonant onset tilt (-6 dB/octave). Results of these experiments were complementary. A change in tilt encouraged perception of /ba/, and a negative change in tilt encouraged perception of /da/. They also found that phonetic information from the change in spectral tilt was only influential when formant information was ambiguous between /ba/ and /da/, when formant frequencies were intermediate between series endpoints. Moreover, cues provided by spectral tilt are not necessarily distorted by high-frequency SNHL as suggested by Dubno et al. (1987) because, as Alexander and Kluender (2008) clearly demonstrated, perception of tilt is relative, not 1 In this article, the term onset is used generally to refer the 30-ms period over which F 2 and spectral tilt transition from their initial values at the start of the consonant to their final steady-state values at the start of the vowel. F 2 and tilt manipulations will be nominally identified by their initial values at the start of the onset.
absolute. When spectral tilt was held constant (did not change within) each CV trial but varied over a wide range (-12 dB to +6 dB/octave) across trials, there was no effect of absolute tilt on identification by NH listeners. This makes ecological sense because absolute spectral tilt can vary as a function of a speaker's vocal characteristics and emotional state as well as the transmission channel characteristics (e.g., room acoustics). Therefore, if the perceived change in tilt imposed by the hearing impairment is constant, HI listeners should maintain perceptual constancy as tilt relations are preserved. In much the same way, we expect that the highfrequency gain provided by a linear hearing aid should not alter perception because tilt differences remain across speech segments, albeit shifted up by several dB/octave.
HI listeners are expected to use spectral tilt to the extent that they can perceive a change in level across frequency. In a profile analysis experiment conducted by Lentz and Leek (2002) -in which listeners compared the level of a target tone relative to a group of four background tones, all widely spaced in frequency-HI listeners had similar thresholds as NH listeners for increment detection. HI listeners also had similar thresholds (a few dB) as NH listeners when detecting an increment on the lower or upper half of a spectrum consisting of six widely spaced components (Lentz & Leek, 2003) . These results suggest that HI listeners should have little difficulty detecting differences in tilt spanning 12 dB/ octave, as found in natural speech. Because one only needs to compare the relative level of two spectral regions, changes in tilt should be more salient than changes in formant frequency, which require sensitivity to the pattern of level differences or spectral shape across a small group of harmonics. Profile analysis for closely spaced tones (e.g., harmonics with a fundamental frequency in the speech range) more closely approximates formant peak discrimination. Unlike findings of Leek (2002, 2003) , spectral smearing associated with broadened auditory filters has been shown to negatively influence HI listeners' ability to discriminate the shapes of more spectrally dense stimuli (Leek & Summers, 1996; Summers & Leek, 1994) .
Experiments in this report utilized HI listeners to replicate the experiments reported using NH listeners in Alexander and Kluender (2008) . These experiments differed in several important ways from previous investigations that examined the effects of SNHL on the importance of formant frequency and gross spectral features. First, unlike Lindholm et al. (1988) , who tested only endpoint stimuli, formant frequency and spectral tilt, here, were manipulated along a series with several intermediate values between the endpoints. This is important because, as Alexander and Kluender (2008) demonstrated, secondary cues such as tilt are most influential when formant information is ambiguous. Unambiguous formant information is perhaps an exception more than a rule because fluent speech is imprecise and because competing sources reduce the signal-tonoise ratio of formant peaks. Second, unlike most other investigations, spectral tilt was manipulated outside the Klatt synthesizer because only a crude metric of relative tilt is possible given practical difficulties in generating different tilts via formant amplitude manipulation in the parallel branch of the Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, 1980) . Because the skirts of the formant filters overlap, the amplitude of a particular formant peak is dependent on the changing frequencies and/or amplitudes of the other formants.
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The following series of experiments evaluated the extent to which perceptual importance of spectral tilt is altered when formant information is degraded by SNHL. Given Alexander and Kluender's (2008) findings, it was hypothesized that tilt would be a more influential cue for HI listeners than for NH listeners, especially for stimuli in which F 2 onset is intermediate between a labial and an alveolar place of articulation. This was tested using synthesized burstless /ba/ to /da/ and /aba/ to /ada/ matrices that varied acoustically in F 2 -onset frequency (the primary frequency-specific feature that distinguishes these pairs) and tilt of the formant transitions. In Experiment 1, F 2 -onset frequency manipulations were combined with manipulations of onset tilt, both of which transitioned to a common vowel F 2 frequency and tilt. Steeper tilts at onset relative to vowel tilt (more negative) should encourage perception of /ba/, and shallower tilts at onset (more positive) should encourage perception of /da/. In Experiment 2, F 2 -onset frequency manipulations were combined with manipulations of the vowel tilt, which originated from a common onset tilt. This time, steeper vowel tilts should encourage perception of /da/ and shallower vowel tilts should encourage perception of /ba/ because change in tilt is negative in the former case and positive in the latter case. Experiments 3 and 4 further explored the importance of spectral tilt change in HI listeners using a VCV context that was created by preceding the stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, with the same vowel [a] as the final vowel. It was hypothesized that influence of spectral tilt change associated with consonant onset would be enhanced and that perception of / b/ and /d/ would follow. Finally, Experiment 5 tested whether HI listeners, because of longstanding high-frequency hearing loss, would be influenced by differences in speech stimuli that varied in absolute tilt across trials (without any cues from tilt change). .6-1996) to verify that they had mild to moderate SNHL in their test ears and minimal conductive hearing loss (i.e., differences between air and bone conduction thresholds were 10 dB or less). When both ears fit the inclusion criteria for the HI group, the right ear was used for the test ear. Hearing thresholds were also obtained at octave and interoctave frequencies for the test ear using the audiometer and the test earphone, a Beyerdynamic DT150 (Beyerdynamic GmbH & Co, Berlin, Germany). Hearing thresholds (re: mean threshold for 10 NH listeners, 20 ears) are shown for each listener in Table 1 .
Stimuli. A burstless CV series varying from [ba] to [da] was synthesized at a sampling rate of 22050 Hz with 16 bits of resolution and with a 5-ms update rate using the parallel branch of the Klatt synthesizer (Klatt & Klatt, 1990) . The CVs were 250 ms in total duration, including 30-ms formant transitions with a linear amplitude rise of 6 dB. Fundamental frequency was 100 Hz decreasing to 90 Hz during the final 50 ms. During the formant transitions, F 1 increased from 300 Hz to 800 Hz, whereas F 2 increased or decreased from one of eight onset frequencies (1000, 1100,I, 1700 Hz) to 1200 Hz at vowel steady state. F 3 and F 4 were constant throughout the stimulus duration at 2400 Hz and 3600 Hz, respectively. Formant amplitudes in the synthesizer were manipulated so that each CV had a reasonably constant spectral tilt of -3 dB/octave throughout its duration (see Alexander & Kluender, 2008) . Parametric manipulations of tilt were handled outside of the synthesizer using digital filters. Formant frequency and amplitude values were linearly interpolated by the synthesizer between t = 0 ms (consonant onset) and t = 30 ms (beginning of vowel steady state). Spectra of the individual pitch pulses (every 10 ms) were used to confirm that spectral tilt for the four formants was reasonably constant. Note. HI = hearing impairment.
A hybrid matrix consisting of 40 CVs varying from [ba] to [da] was created by varying both F 2 -onset frequency in eight steps (1000 Hz-1700 Hz) and spectral tilt at onset in five steps (-12 to 0 dB/octave). Using the eight-step F 2 series described previously, parametric manipulations of spectral tilt between 212 Hz and 4800 Hz during the formant transitions (t ≤ 30 ms) were made at zero-crossings corresponding to the midpoint and end of each pitch pulse (about every 5 ms) using 90-order finite impulse response (FIR) filters created in MATLAB. (Because stimuli already had a constant -3 dB/octave tilt, actual slopes of the filters varied from -9 dB/octave to +3 dB/octave) During transitions, spectral tilt linearly converged to vowel steady state, which was filtered as a whole segment to a tilt of -6 dB/octave (see Figure 1) . The CVs were upsampled to 48828 Hz with 24 bits of resolution and were low-pass filtered with an 86-order FIR filter with an upper cutoff at 4800 Hz and a stopband of -90 dB at 6400 Hz. The CVs were then scaled to a constant root-mean-square amplitude.
Procedure
Participants listened to each of the 40 CV tokens once per trial block in randomized order. Following two warm-up blocks (80 trials), data were collected on eight subsequent blocks (320 trials). Stimuli were presented monaurally to participants through Beyerdynamic DT150 headphones at an average level of 80 dB SPL. In a twoalternative forced choice task, participants indicated their responses by using a mouse to click on one of two response boxes labeled "BA" and "DA."
NH Controls
For comparison, data from NH participants in Alexander and Kluender (2008) were re-analyzed using the techniques outlined in the next section. NH listeners for all experiments were undergraduate students from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and participated Figure 1 . Short-term spectra representing change in tilt for stimuli in Experiment 1 in which different consonant onset tilts converged to a -6 dB/octave vowel tilt. This example represents stimuli with an F 2 -onset frequency of 1400 Hz. Short-term spectra show the first (left) and fourth (right) pitch pulse (about 10 ms each) which were analyzed without pre-emphasis using a 256-point fast-fourier transform (FFT) with a 50% Hamming window overlap. Consonant onset tilts shallower than vowel tilt (top) are expected to result in more alveolar responses, and consonant onset tilts that are steeper than vowel tilt (bottom) are expected to result in more labial responses.
as part of course credit. No listener participated in more than one experiment. All reported that they were native speakers of American English and had normal hearing. Twenty-three listeners (3 male, 20 female) participated in Experiment 1. The only procedural differences worth noting are that stimuli were presented diotically at an average level of 75 dB SPL. Although the level difference could contribute to greater upward spread of masking and reduced spectral resolution in HI listeners (Glasberg & Moore, 1986) , the diotic (NH) vs. monaural (HI) presentation is unlikely to affect the pattern of results.
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Results and Discussion
Left and right panels of Figure 2 display identification rates of mean data for HI and NH listeners, respectively. Probability of listeners responding /da/ is plotted as a function of F 2 -onset frequency (abscissa) for each consonant onset tilt with circles, asterisks, squares, x 's, and triangles representing mean data for -12, -9, -6, -3, and 0 dB/octave, respectively. For display purposes, data points for each onset tilt were fit to a maximum likelihood psychometric function using the psignifit toolbox for MATLAB (Wichmann & Hill, 2001) . 4 Both groups of listeners are highly influenced by F 2 , with identification rates often approaching floor or ceiling near the F 2 series endpoints. The influence of tilt is indicated by the systematic separation of functions for each onset tilt, with increasingly greater identification rates for /da/ (leftward shift of the functions along the abscissa) with shallower consonant onset tilts. Compared with NH listeners (right panel), identification functions of HI listeners (left panel) appear to be influenced more by tilt, especially near the F 2 series endpoints.
To test for group differences in the influence of F 2 and tilt on stop consonant perception, listeners' responses were coded as 0 (/ba/) and 1 (/da/) and were regressed against tilt and F 2 of each stimulus using a logistic model (glmfit in MATLAB). For each listener, weights were obtained from standardized regression coefficients for tilt and F 2 . The first two columns in Table 2 list weights for each HI listener in Experiment 1. For each group, weights are given for the data pooled across all listeners (i.e., Figure 2 ) in addition to the mean of the individual weights and standard errors. A comparison of mean weights reveals that weights for F 2 for HI listeners were significantly less than for NH listeners, t(39) = 2.0, p ≤ .05. However, weights for tilt were not significantly different between groups, t(39) < 1.0, p > .05. Alexander and Kluender (2008) suggested that for NH listeners, the influence of spectral tilt is greatest 3 One possibility is that because HI listeners participated in all five experiments (generally, in order from Experiment 1 to Experiment 5), differences in performance could be due to learning effects. There seems to be no evidence for this in the data because there is no systematic trend in F 2 and tilt weights going from Experiment 1 to Experiment 5, especially when compared with NH listeners. Figure 2 . Identification rates for mean data of HI and NH listeners in Experiment 1 are plotted in the left and right panels, respectively. Probability of responding /da/ as a function of F 2 -onset frequency is plotted separately for each consonant onset tilt. Circles, asterisks, squares, x's, and triangles represent mean data for consonant onset tilts of -12, -9, -6, -3, and 0 dB/octave, respectively. Maximum-likelihood fits of identification rates are displayed for mean data at each consonant onset tilt as different lines (see legend).
when F 2 information is at an intermediate value in the series and perceptually ambiguous. To examine whether HI and NH listeners differ in how they use tilt information as a function of F 2 , weights for tilt were obtained for each value of F 2 using standardized linear regression coefficients obtained from the pooled data.
5 These weights are plotted in Figure 3 for HI and NH listeners (filled squares and open circles, respectively). Here and elsewhere, asterisks denote the level of statistical significance between groups at each frequency as determined by Bonferroni-adjusted t tests comparing the regression coefficients obtained from the pooled data (see figure  caption) . Results for NH listeners quantify what was only broadly described by Alexander and Kluender (2008) ; the influence of spectral tilt is maximal at F 2 frequencies that are intermediate between /ba/ and /da/ (i.e., 1300-1500 Hz). In contrast, the influence of spectral tilt for HI listeners gradually increases with increases in F 2 frequency. One possible reason for this pattern is that hearing loss tends to increase with increasing frequency (in our sample, from 28 dB HL at 1000 Hz to 44 dB HL at 2000 Hz), and increased hearing loss is often associated with poorer spectral resolution and greater upward spread of masking, especially at greater presentation levels (Glasberg & Moore, 1986) . Another related reason is that as F 2 frequency increases, its amplitude decreases by an amount that is dependent on spectral tilt. For a -12 dB/octave tilt, the amplitude of F 2 is about 9 dB less when its frequency is 1700 Hz compared with 1000 Hz (a change of about 3 /4 octave). Figure 4 plots HI listeners' mean thresholds in dB SPL against the 1/3 octave band long-term average speech spectra (LTASS) for consonant onsets (t = 0-30 ms) of all speech tokens used in Note. All weights are significantly different from 0 except for the underlined entries. "HI pooled" and "NH pooled" are weights from regression analyses conducted on the pooled data from each group. "Mean HI" and "Mean NH" (see bodfaced items) represent means of weights from the individuals in each group. SE = standard error of this mean. The last row displays the results of t tests for each estimate between normal-hearing (NH) and hearingimpaired (HI) listeners.
*p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001.
5 The reason for using linear fits on the pooled data is that logistic fits to the individual data could not be obtained in many cases due to the restricted range of response probabilities at several F 2 values, especially near the endpoints.
Experiments 1 and 2 (dotted and solid lines, respectively, which are essentially indistinguishable). On average, speech energy in the F 2 region through 1700 Hz was audible for most listeners. Because the frequency peak of F 2 varied during the first 30 ms, its actual energy was about 6 dB higher than the average shown in Figure 4 . Of course, this is expected to vary by individual and by token.
In summary, although the overall influence of spectral tilt is not statistically different between HI and NH listeners, the pattern of weights for tilt as a function of F 2 frequency does differ between the two groups. Compared with NH listeners, HI listeners are more likely to use spectral tilt onset when classifying stop consonants marked by unambiguous formant information, especially when the F 2 frequency is high. Reasons for this difference are likely a combination of increased thresholds for hearing, decreased spectral resolution, greater upward spread of masking, and decreased formant amplitudes with increases in F 2 frequency.
Experiment 2: Effect of Vowel Tilt on CV Perception
As discussed in Alexander and Kluender (2008) , the critical feature of spectral tilt in identification of stop consonants is tilt of onset relative to tilt of the following vowel. A negative (steeper) consonant onset tilt relative to vowel tilt encourages perception of a labial place of articulation, and a positive (shallower) consonant onset tilt relative to vowel tilt encourages perception of an alveolar place of articulation. Manipulations of consonant onset tilt and vowel tilt are complementary, and either is sufficient to influence perception. Based on the earlier discussion, it is expected that, similar to NH listeners, HI listeners will make use of relative change in tilt across speech segments rather than the absolute tilt at consonant onset. Experiment 2 tests this hypothesis by holding tilt of consonant onset constant while manipulating tilt of the following vowel.
Method
HI listeners were the same group of listeners from Experiment 1. NH listeners consisted of a new group of 21 college students who reported normal hearing (6 male, 15 female). For this experiment, the [ba] to [da] matrix of 40 CVs varied in spectral tilt of the following vowel in five steps ranging from -12 to 0 dB/octave and again varied in F 2 -onset frequency in eight steps (see Figure 5 ). Stimuli were filtered using the same techniques as described for Experiment 1, with different vowel tilts diverging from a common -6 dB/octave onset tilt. Participants listened to each of the CV tokens once per trial block in randomized order. Following two warm-up blocks (80 trials), data were collected on eight subsequent blocks (320 trials). Stimuli were presented monaurally at an average level of 80 dB SPL for HI listeners and diotically at an average level of 75 dB SPL for NH listeners.
Results and Discussion
The second set of columns in Table 2 lists weights for F 2 and tilt in Experiment 2. As with Experiment 1, mean weights for F 2 were significantly less for HI listeners than for NH listeners, t(37) = 2.9, p ≤ .01, but were not significantly different for tilt between groups, t(37) = 1.7, p = .11. Left and right panels of Figure 6 display identification rates and maximum likelihood fits of mean data for Experiment 2 for HI and NH listeners, respectively. Circles, asterisks, squares, x's, and triangles represent mean data for vowel tilts of -12, -9, -6, -3, and 0 dB/octave, respectively. Compared with NH listeners (right panel), identification functions of HI listeners (left panel) show little divergence of the p = .5 intercept along the abscissa, with effects of tilt largely confined to the lower F 2 frequencies (<1400 Hz).
Another difference between HI and NH listeners is that the slopes of the identification functions for HI listeners decrease as spectral tilt of the vowel becomes more negative. The reciprocal of the slope of the psychometric function is equated to internal noise or greater uncertainty in the decision process. Thus, it appears that one effect of increasing the degree of negative spectral tilt of the following vowel on stop consonant identification is an increase in uncertainty. Although there is an apparent decrease in the slopes of the identification functions with increasingly negative onset tilts for the HI listeners in Experiment 1, the difference is that the magnitude of the spectral tilt effect is constant throughout the F 2 series in Experiment 1 (see Figure 2) but shows a crossing pattern in Experiment 2 (see Figure 6 ). This is reflected in the pattern of tilt weights for HI listeners in Figure 7 , which go from positive to negative in magnitude as F 2 frequency increases. Again, this pattern of tilt weights for HI listeners differs from that for NH Figure 5 . Short-term spectra representing change in tilt for stimuli in Experiment 2 in which different vowel tilts diverged from a common -6 dB/octave onset tilt. This example represents stimuli with an F 2 -onset frequency of 1400 Hz. Short-term spectra are represented as in Figure 1 . When consonant onset tilt is steeper than vowel tilt (top), more labial responses are expected, and when consonant onset tilt is shallower than vowel tilt (bottom), more alveolar responses are expected.
listeners, which shows that the influence of relative spectral tilt for NH listeners is greatest when F 2 information is at an intermediate value in the series and perceptually ambiguous.
The pattern of tilt weights for HI listeners in Figure 7 is difficult to reconcile in terms of audibility of F 2 onset. HI listeners still use F 2 frequency to classify stop consonants in Experiment 2 and do so to the same extent as Experiment 1, with no statistical difference between the two experiments in mean F 2 weights, t(17) = 0.8, p > .05. Furthermore, the LTASS of the consonant onsets in Figure 4 show that average onset spectra and levels in Experiments 1 and 2 (dotted and solid lines, respectively) are essentially identical. One possible explanation is that a combination of reduced F 2 amplitude, decreased spectral resolution, and greater upward spread of masking associated with steeply negative vowel tilts causes some listeners to lose their basis of comparison for judging relative onset frequency of F 2 , thereby resulting in a decreased slope in the psychometric function. Experiments 3 and 4 (see next section) partially address this problem by providing a second point of comparison for onset spectral tilt and F 2 frequency in the form of a preceding vowel that is identical to the following vowel.
Experiments 3 and 4: Effect of Relative Tilt Change on VCV Perception
Rationale Without preceding speech, stop consonants in Experiments 1 and 2 are more typical of speech that initiates an utterance. However, most sounds in fluent speech, including those in word-initial position, are better Figure 6 . Identification rates for mean data of HI and NH listeners in Experiment 2 are plotted in the left and right panels, respectively. Probability of responding /da/ as a function of F 2 -onset frequency is plotted separately for each vowel tilt. Circles, asterisks, squares, x's, and triangles represent mean data for vowel tilts of -12, -9, -6, -3, and 0 dB/octave, respectively. Maximum-likelihood fits of identification rates are displayed for mean data at each vowel tilt as different lines (see legend). characterized as being utterance-medial. In the medial position, contrast is provided by both preceding and following speech sounds. The next set of experiments explores effects of spectral tilt change on perception of medial stop consonants. For NH listeners, Alexander and Kluender (2008) found that effects of tilt are enhanced in a VCV context in which preceding vowels share the same critical acoustic features as following vowels.
Method
Experiments 3 and 4 were modifications of Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. For HI listeners, the same group from Experiments 1 and 2 was used, and for NH listeners, two new groups of college students were recruited; each group contained 25 (10 male, 15 female) and 22 (6 male, 16 female) participants, respectively. Stimuli were created by introducing a 200-ms [a] followed by 50 ms of silence before the stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2. Formant frequencies and spectral tilt of the preceding [a] were matched to the following [a] to enhance perception of tilt and formant frequency change associated with consonant onset (both vowels in the VCV stimuli had the same spectral tilt that was -6 dB/octave in Experiment 3 and was varied in Experiment 4).
Participants listened to each of the VCV tokens once per trial block in randomized order. Following two warm-up blocks (80 trials), data were collected on eight subsequent blocks (320 trials). Stimuli were presented monaurally at an average level of about 80 dB SPL for HI listeners and diotically at an average level of about 75 dB SPL for NH listeners.
Results and Discussion
The third set of columns in Table 2 lists weights for F 2 and tilt in Experiment 3. As with Experiments 1 and 2, mean weights for F 2 were significantly less for HI listeners than for NH listeners, t(41) = 5.4, p ≤ .001, but were not significantly different for tilt between groups, t(41) = 1.5, p = .14. Left and right panels of Figure 8 display identification rates and maximum likelihood fits of mean data for Experiment 3 for HI and NH listeners, respectively. For both groups of listeners, but especially for HI listeners, the influence of consonant onset tilt seems to be greater than for Experiment 1, as indicated by the increased separation of identification functions for each onset tilt. A paired-samples t test for HI listeners revealed that providing an additional comparison for consonant onset tilt in the form of a preceding vowel (see Experiment 3) resulted in significantly greater weight for tilt, t(17) = 3.4, p < .01, and significantly less weight for F 2 , t(17) = 4.5, p < .01, compared with no preceding vowel (see Experiment 1). A two-sample t test for NH listeners also revealed a significant increase in weights for tilt, t(46) = 2.3, p < .05, but not a significant difference in weights for F 2 , t(46) = 1.3, p > .05.
The pattern of tilt weights as a function of F 2 -onset frequency for Experiment 3 is plotted in Figure 9 . Compared with Experiment 1, the difference in the pattern of weights between HI and NH listeners is the same, albeit shifted up toward greater tilt weights. For NH listeners, the influence of spectral tilt is maximal at F 2 frequencies that are intermediate between /aba / and /ada/, whereas the influence of spectral tilt for HI listeners gradually increases with increases in F 2 frequency, with significantly greater weights than for NH listeners at the series endpoints, especially at higher F 2 frequencies.
The fourth set of columns in Table 2 lists weights for F 2 and tilt in Experiment 4. As with Experiments 1-3, mean weights for F 2 were significantly less for HI listeners than for NH listeners, t(38) = 4.1, p ≤ .001, but were not significantly different for tilt between groups, t(38) = 0.4, p > .05. Left and right panels of Figure 10 display identification rates and maximum likelihood fits of mean data for Experiment 4 for HI and NH listeners, respectively. Compared with Experiment 2 (see Figure 6 ), identification functions for different vowel tilts for HI listeners do not show a crossing pattern but rather show a systematic effect of tilt across F 2 frequency. This might result from the additional source of comparison provided by the preceding vowel, not only for tilt but also for F 2 frequency. As with the comparison between Experiments 1 and 3, the influence of vowel tilt in Experiment 4 seems to be greater than for Experiment 2 for both groups of listeners. A paired-samples t test for HI listeners revealed that providing an additional comparison for consonant onset tilt in the form of a preceding vowel (see Experiment 4) resulted in significantly greater weight for tilt, t(17) = 4.6, p < .001, and marginally significantly less weight for F 2 , t(17) = 2.1, p = .055, compared with no preceding vowel (see Experiment 2). A two-sample t test for NH listeners also revealed a significant increase in weights for tilt, t(41) = 2.5, p < .05, but not a significant difference in weights for F 2 , t(41) = 0.3, p > .05.
The pattern of tilt weights as a function of F 2 -onset frequency for Experiment 4 is plotted in Figure 11 . As expected from identification functions in Figure 10 , the pattern of tilt weights for HI listeners are greatest for lower F 2 frequencies and gradually decrease with increases in F 2 frequency but do not become negative, as in Experiment 2. As with Experiments 1-3, for NH listeners the influence of spectral tilt is maximal at F 2 frequencies that are intermediate between /aba/ and /ada/. This pattern of decreasing tilt weights with increasing F 2 frequency for HI listeners in Experiments 2 and 4 is opposite that of Experiments 1 and 3. We can only speculate why tilt weights are greatest for the lower F 2 frequencies when vowel tilt changes. One explanation is that the pattern has less to do with absolute F 2 frequency than it does with the amount of frequency change. That is, the F 2 frequency of the vowel in these experiments was 1200 Hz, and tilt weights are greatest when change in F 2 frequency from consonant onset is relatively small (e.g., ±200 Hz). Larger changes in F 2 frequency associated with higher F 2 -onset frequencies are more salient and decrease the influence of spectral tilt.
Experiment 5: Effects of Absolute Tilt
Rationale
The experiments in this study demonstrate that HI listeners are sensitive to consonant differences cued by relative changes in spectral tilt, especially when preceding and following speech segments provide points of contrast in the spectrum. From the results of NH listeners in Alexander and Kluender (2008) , in the absence of change in spectral tilt, we expect that HI listeners will not be influenced by speech stimuli that vary in absolute tilt across trials but maintain constant tilt from consonant onset to vowel within trials.
Method
HI listeners were the same group of listeners as for Experiments 1-4. NH listeners consisted of a new group of 23 college students who reported normal hearing (9 male, 14 female). Listeners identified a matrix of 56 CVs that varied from [ba] to [da] along both F 2 -onset frequency (eight steps) and absolute tilt (constant tilt Figure 8 . Identification rates for mean data from HI and NH listeners in Experiment 3 are plotted in the left and right panels, respectively. Probability of responding /ada/ as a function of F 2 -onset frequency is plotted separately for each consonant onset tilt. Circles, asterisks, squares, x's, and triangles represent mean data for onset tilts of -12, -9, -6, -3, and 0 dB/octave, respectively. Maximum-likelihood fits of identification rates are displayed for mean data at each consonant onset tilt as different lines (see legend). throughout duration) in seven steps (-12 to +6 dB/octave). Participants listened to every CV token once per trial block in randomized order. Due to an oversight, HI listeners had one block of practice (56 trials) and NH listeners had two blocks of practice (112 trials). However, we do not anticipate that this procedural difference had much impact, as our experience indicates that our listeners, who have a lifetime of exposure to hearing these speech contrasts, develop stable listening patterns following exposure to a relatively small number of trials. Further, HI listeners had more previous experience with the general task (Experiments 1-4). Data were collected on eight subsequent blocks (448 trials). Stimuli were presented monaurally at an average level of 80 dB SPL for HI listeners and diotically at an average level of about 75 dB SPL for NH listeners.
Results and Discussion
The fifth set of columns in Table 2 lists weights for F 2 and tilt in Experiment 5. As with Experiments 1-4, mean weights for F 2 were significantly less for HI listeners than for NH listeners, t (39) = 2.6, p ≤ .001, but were not significantly different for tilt between groups, t (39) = 0.6, p > .05. Left and right panels of Figure 12 display identification rates and maximum likelihood fits of mean data for Experiment 5 for HI and NH listeners, respectively. For NH listeners, it is clear that differences in absolute tilt over a wide range have no influence on listeners' categorization. For HI listeners, differences in absolute tilt are more apparent in slopes than in intercepts of the fitted functions. A similar pattern was observed for HI listeners in Experiment 2 (see Figure 6 ) in response to CV stimuli that varied in tilt of the following vowel. Stimuli with the most negative tilts, -12 and -9 dB/octave, also have the shallowest psychometric function slopes. This is reflected in the pattern of tilt weights Figure 10 . Identification rates for mean data of HI and NH listeners in Experiment 4 are plotted in the left and right panels, respectively. Probability of responding /ada/ as a function of F 2 -onset frequency is plotted separately for each vowel tilt. Circles, asterisks, squares, x's, and triangles represent mean data for vowel tilts of -12, -9, -6, -3, and 0 dB/octave, respectively. Maximum-likelihood fits of identification rates are displayed for mean data at each vowel tilt as different lines (see legend). for HI listeners in Figure 13 , which, similar to Figure 7 , go from positive to negative in magnitude as F 2 frequency increases. Again, a combination of reduced F 2 amplitude, decreased spectral resolution, and greater upward spread of masking associated with steeply negative vowel tilts might cause some listeners to lose their basis of comparison for judging relative onset frequency of F 2 , thereby resulting in increased uncertainty. It is possible that this irregularity would resolve for stop consonants with unvarying spectral tilt in the medial position.
General Discussion
Experiments described in this report manipulated relative spectral tilt and second formant frequency (F 2 ) at stop consonant onset as cues to perception of /ba/ (low F 2 , steep/negative onset tilt) versus /da/ (high F 2 , shallow/positive onset tilt). Experiments 1 and 2 examined utterance initial stops (/ba/ and /da/), and Experiments 3 and 4 examined utterance medial stops (/aba/ and /ada/), which are much more common in natural speech. Relative spectral tilt was manipulated either at consonant onset (Experiments 1 and 3) or at the vowels (Experiments 2 and 4). These manipulations were complementary, and either was sufficient to influence perception. Results of these experiments also establish that change in spectral tilt, not absolute tilt, is perceptually effective. When tilt varied over a wide range from trial to trial but did not change within a stimulus, tilt had no systematic effect on perception (Experiment 5). Furthermore, perception of relative spectral tilt was enhanced when a preceding vowel tilt also contrasted with consonant onset tilt (Experiments 3 and 4).
The influence of F 2 and relative spectral tilt on listeners' categorizations was determined by regression weights. A comparison of weights for HI and NH listeners Figure 12 . Identification rates for mean data of HI and NH listeners in Experiment 5 are plotted in the left and right panels, respectively. Probability of responding /da/ as a function of F 2 -onset frequency is plotted separately for each absolute spectral tilt. Circles, asterisks, squares, x's, upward triangles, downward triangles, and +'s represent mean data for CVs with absolute tilts of -12, -9, -6, -3, 0, +3, and +6 dB/octave respectively. Maximum-likelihood fits of identification rates are displayed for mean data at each tilt as different lines (see legend). reveals a consistent pattern across all five experiments. Compared with NH listeners, HI listeners placed less weight on formant frequency information. This result is not surprising given that consequences of SNHL include reduced audibility and decreased resolution for spectral peaks. Unexpectedly, this difference in the use of spectrally local information did not result in an absolute increase in the use of spectrally global information because NH and HI listeners did not differ in weights for spectral tilt for any of the five experiments.
There was considerable variability in weights between listeners, especially for HI listeners. Some HI listeners showed a clear preference for spectral tilt (e.g., HI 04) across the five experiments; some showed mostly a preference for F 2 (e.g., HI 22, HI 23, and HI 26); and, some showed a preference pattern that varied depending on whether onset tilt or vowel tilt was varied (e.g., HI 12). Correlations between the F 2 and tilt weights and HI listeners' age, average hearing loss for F 2 (1000, 1500, and 2000 Hz), and slope of hearing loss in the frequency range of F 2 (change in threshold from 1000 to 2000 Hz) revealed no significant correlations after correcting for multiple comparisons across the five experiments. Although for all five experiments, age, degree of hearing loss, and slope had a negative correlation with weights for F 2 and tended to have a positive correlation with weights for tilt. Therefore, it is unclear at this time what listener factors influence a person's relative reliance on spectral tilt compared with F 2 . One possibility is their history of hearing aid use, including the type of circuit technology, or the duration of their hearing loss. However, not enough information was gathered on this limited group of participants to explore these issues further. Finally, the extent to which differences in age (young 20-year-olds compared with elderly 70-year-olds) contributed to the observed differences between groups is simply unknown, especially considering the observed variability in HI listeners.
All this is not to say that we should not be concerned about how HI listeners use relative spectral tilt as a cue for perception. A comparison of the F 2 and tilt weights for Experiments 3 and 4, in which the more common utterance-medial position was examined, reveals that about four times greater emphasis was placed on F 2 relative to spectral tilt by NH listeners, whereas there was no statistical difference in the emphasis placed on F 2 and spectral tilt by HI listeners: t(17) = 0.3, p > .05, and t(17) = 1.7, p > .05 for Experiments 3 and 4, respectively. In addition, consider the pattern of tilt weights as a function of F 2 frequency. Across experiments in which relative spectral tilt was available as a cue (Experiments 1-4), NH listeners relied primarily on tilt when F 2 frequency was intermediate in the series and most ambiguous between /ba/ and /da/. In contrast, HI listeners placed significantly greater weight than NH listeners did on the unambiguous endpoints where F 2 information was clearly appropriate for either /ba/ or /da/.
As pointed out by Alexander and Kluender (2008) , there are several reasons to believe that the demonstrated influence of spectral tilt in this report is conservative with respect to natural speech and to the wider inventory of speech sounds and acoustic contexts. First, as already mentioned, in fluent conversational speech there are very few instances of utterance-initial sounds compared with utterance-medial sounds, which benefit from additional sources of contrast for spectral tilt. Furthermore, articulation is less precise (i.e., formant frequencies for different phonemes are less extreme) in connected speech. The addition of ambient sound sources further undermines resolution of spectral peaks. Finally, as outlined by Alexander and Kluender (2008) , there is evidence that the present choice of stimuli may also have worked against stronger effects of spectral tilt. These include the lack of stop bursts and choice of vowel context.
The equal importance of F 2 and spectral tilt for HI listeners for medial position stop consonants indicates that taking away changes in spectral tilt can be as deleterious as taking away F 2 information. In view of fast-acting wide dynamic range compression (WDRC) in hearing aids, it is important to understand the influence of relative spectral tilt change on speech perception in HI listeners. With compression, the frequency response of the hearing aid is dependent on the level of the incoming sounds. For single-channel compression schemes, the amount of high-frequency gain (the increase in spectral tilt) is greater for lower-level sounds, such as burst onsets in stop consonants, compared with higher-level sounds, such as vowels. Consequently, for an acoustically weak stop consonant followed by a strong vowel, the relative increase in onset spectral tilt caused by the activated compression circuit could skew perception toward an alveolar place of articulation compared to when the hearing aid is out of the ear or in linear mode. Indeed, Hedrick and Rice (2000) reported that for a series of CVs with formant transitions neutral between [pa] and [ta], both NH and HI listeners gave more alveolar responses (/ta/) to stimuli that had been processed with a WDRC hearing aid compared with stimuli not processed by the hearing aid.
To assess how stimuli might be influenced by current hearing aid technology with multichannel compression, which tends toward a relatively flatter spectrum as different channels work to keep the intensity of different bands at a specific target level, recordings of the output of a Widex Inteo IN-9 behind-the-ear hearing aid (Widex, Vaerloese, Denmark) were made in response to a sample of stimuli from Experiments 1-4 that varied only in their tilt history. The hearing aid was set for one of two configurations of hearing losses. For the flat loss, the hearing aid was programmed to accommodate a 50 dB hearing loss from 250 to 8000 Hz. For the sloping loss, the hearing aid was programmed to accommodate 15 dB/octave sloping hearing loss starting at 20 dB HL at 250 Hz and ending at 95 dB HL at 8000 Hz. The purpose of using the two configurations of hearing loss was to simulate more or less uniform compression across channels (flat loss) and nonuniform compression (sloping loss). With nonuniform compression, we might expect greater flattening of the spectrum as low-level high-frequency components are amplified to a relatively greater intensity compared with higher-level lowfrequency components in order to accommodate the greater degree of hearing loss. All special features of the hearing aid were deactivated. According to the programming software, both hearing loss configurations had the same parameters for high-level compression segments as defined broadly across four channels at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. For each of the respective channels, highlevel compression ratios were 1.4 (i.e., 1-dB increase in output for every 1.4-dB increase in input) with compression thresholds of 51, 53, 51, and 51 dB. For the flat loss, low-level compression ratios across the four respective channels were 2.3, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.4, with compression thresholds of 0, 0, 7, and 13 dB. For the sloping loss, low-level compression ratios across the four respective channels were 1.7, 1.8, 3.0, and 3.0, with compression thresholds of 2, 0, 15, and 29 dB.
Stimuli from Experiments 1-4 with F 2 -onset frequencies of 1300 Hz were played through the hearing aid at 65 dB SPL, representing average conversational speech level. Recordings were made synchronously with the playback using a two-channel CardDeluxe sound card (Digital Audio Labs, Chanhassen, MN). Signals were routed to the test chamber of a Fonix 6500-CX Hearing Aid Test System (Frye Electronics, Tigard, OR) and recorded with an ER-7C probe microphone (Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL). The speaker-microphone system was determined to have a reasonably flat frequency response at least through 10000 Hz. Signals were checked to ensure that no peak clipping took place. The hearing aid was directly connected to a 2-cc coupler using a short piece of standard #13 earmold tubing. The probe microphone was connected to the opposite coupler opening and was acoustically sealed using putty.
Input and output stimuli were analyzed in 10-ms segments using a 512-point fast-fourier transform (FFT). For each time segment, peaks in the FFT in the region of F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 were extracted from the magnitude spectrum, and the average interformant tilt was computed. Results of these analyses are shown in Figure 14 with each column corresponding to each of the four experiments. The top row corresponds to the input stimuli, the middle row to the recordings for the flat loss configuration, and the bottom row to the recordings for the sloping loss configuration. First, note that these stimuli conservatively represent effects of compression because overall intensity from onset to vowel gradually increased by only 6 dB, with an average consonant-to-vowel difference of around -3 dB. In contrast, typical consonantvowel differences are reported to be, on average, -10 to -12 dB and as large as -22 dB, with variation dependent on vowel and consonant context (e.g., Gordon-Salant, 1986) . Therefore, our reported effects are confined primarily to input level differences across frequency arising from differences in spectral tilt rather than overall level differences. The top row of Figure 14 clearly demonstrates how spectral tilt was designed to vary across the four experiments. Different onset tilts converged to a common vowel tilt in Experiments 1 and 3, and a common onset tilt diverged to different vowel tilts in Experiments 2 and 4. Note that our crude metric seems to indicate that our nominal -12 dB/octave tilt condition more closely approximated -10 dB/octave. Fluctuations over the time history for this condition in Experiment 2 reflect the inherent instability of algorithmically extracting formant peaks for steeply sloping spectra. The middle row, which corresponds to a flat loss, shows about a 50% reduction in degree of spectral tilt change for Experiments 2 and 4 and even more for Experiment 3 compared with the input stimuli. Compared with the flat loss and uniform compression ratios in the middle row, the sloping loss and nonuniform compression ratios, as shown in the bottom row, result in an overall +6 dB shift in spectral tilt, with approximately the same degree of compression in spectral tilt, except for the amplified -12 dB/octave segments, which remain at a relatively more negative spectral tilt.
Although this analysis is not representative of all the compression designs in use, it at least opens discussion about effects of compression on perception of information specified by relative spectral tilt. The results of this analysis indicate that hearing aids with uniform and nonuniform compression characteristics can alter spectral tilt even for relatively steady-state stimuli. The results of experiments in this article indicate that the observed compression in relative spectral tilt could alter perception by reducing the availability of spectral tilt information, on which some HI listeners rely to the same or greater extent as formant information. It is not known whether listeners can adjust to this compression. Because leaving relative spectral tilt uncompressed does not address the problem of making formant information audible, there appears to be a tradeoff between preserving spectral tilt information and preserving formant information for which an optimal compression design exists. Discussion of optimal compression schemes is beyond the scope of this article but has been the topic of numerous research articles for quite some time (see Hickson, 1994 , for a review). It seems clear that an adaptive mixture of fast and slow compression attack and release times to protect against intense transient impact noises and to accommodate gradual changes in speech level, respectively, is a minimum requirement to preserve relative (albeit, compressed) differences in spectral tilt across phonetic segments, which we now know is important to speech perception in HI listeners.
